
1951 Jaguar XK120 OTS RHD

£57,000.

1951 Jaguar XK120 OTS RHD

Early production / original RHD

Matching numbers

Rebuilt Sigma Engine

Significant maintenance file

Heritage Certificate

Location: Isle of Man

Upgrades:

12 volt alternator conversion.

Kenlowe cooling fan

Electronic ignition

New Pirelli Cinturato Tyres

This charismatic XK 120 has provided us with some great memories over the past year. We Purchased the car from a 32

year family ownership, now it is available once again for sale.

The Jaguar Heritage Certificate shows that she was built in 1951 and exported to New York. Imported back to the UK in

1988, an original RHD car and a matching numbers example.

She is mechanically very sound which is the result of annual professional servicing by XK specialists. The 3.4 engine was

rebuilt by Sigma Engineering 10 years and some 12000 miles ago. Weather equipment includes the original OTS roof

﴾not fitted﴿ and a tonneau cover.

The car was restored in the 1980’s and stands today, aged, rust free and in an elegantly shabby state. In recent times the

car has toured both the UK and Europe and has enjoyed many rallies.

Just fully serviced, this early XK 120 OTS is ready to give a new owner much driving pleasure and could, if desired be

restored at leisure.

Please note, the car is currently located on the Isle of Man.

£57,000.
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